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1 Plan for today

• Some very brief notes on issues with conciliationism

• Modeling interactions between reasons in defeasible logics

• Supererogation and some paradoxes relating to it

• Wrapping up

2 Quick recap

2.1 On self-proclaimed epistemic inferiors

• Alleged problem:

Jimmy is my epistemic peer Jimmy’s opinion has to count

1

• Now apply this reasoning in Pink Elephant Disorder:

Robert is reliable There’s a pink elephant next to Robert

1

• Takeaway: The problem is not with CVs, but with the way of thinking

• How are we to think about the cases then? Well..
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• Complication: no stable/proper scenarios based on either theory

• (This was one of the three complications we discussed)

• Fortunately, there’s abstract argumentation (Dung, 1995):

– Default logic corresponds to stability semantics (or stable solution concept);

– Preference semantics generalizes stability semantics.

2.2 On the problem of self-defeat
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(L = We have libertarian free will; C = conciliationism is true)

• This problem is more complex

• The model can be used to respond to it, but the argument is rather complex.

• Read (Knoks, 2021) if you’re interested.

2.3 Modeling the way reasons support actions

• Core question: How do reasons relate to (all things considered) ‘oughts’?

• Industry standard: the “scales model”

• Alternative: use default logic (Horty, 2012)
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2.4 Example (Drowning child)
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• Consider ∆1 = 〈W,D, <〉 where

W = {P,N,¬(M ∧R)}
D = {δ1, δ2}

– δ1 = P →M

– δ2 = N → R

δ1 < δ2

(P = Made a promise; N = Child needs saving;

M = Meet the friend; R = Rescue the child)

• Unique proper scenario: S = {δ2}

2.5 Default logic, normative interpretation

• Let Ought(X) mean “It ought to be the case that X” / “You ought to X”

• ∆ |∼ Ought(X) just in case X is in every extension E of ∆

• We have ∆1 |∼ Ought(R).

2.6 Reasons in default logic

• Contra the received view, the reason relation becomes relative:

Given ∆ = 〈W,D, <〉 and S ⊆ D, the proposition X is a

reason for Y in the context of S just in case ∃δ ∈ D with

δ = X → Y and δ is in Triggered〈W,D,<〉(S).

• Absolute reason relation:

X is a reason for Y just in case some default δ = X → Y

belongs to the unique proper scenario S

• So, we end up with a revisionary view..
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3 Normative reasons and chaining
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• Do normative practical reasons chain? Zum Beispiel

• No examples in (Horty, 2012)

• Schroeder (2018):

A = Alice told you to pick up Caroline after school

C = You pick up Caroline after school

D = You drive to School

• Upshots:

– The way one identifies reasons is default logic is somewhat
complicated;

– It’s also controversial.

4 A simpler model (“maxiconsistency”)

4.1 From rules to !-formulas

• Step #1: Substitute rules of the form X → Y with i =!(Y |X)

• Step #2: Notice that !(Y |>) can be rewritten as !Y , and that !Y can

be understood as saying that there’s reason for the action Y

• In case it’s less important what the reasons for some action are,

and more important which actions ought to be carried out,

we can focus on formulas !A, !B, . . .

(I borrow the idea from Shyam Nair, cf. (van Fraassen, 1973))

4.2 “Reason theories”

• A reason theory is a tuple 〈W,R, <〉 where

W is a set of propositional formulas

R is a set of !-formulas (roughly, a set of reasons)

and < is an ordering onR
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4.3 Example (Drowning Child)

• Consider 〈W,R, <〉 where

W = {¬(M ∧R)}
D = {!M, !R}
!M < !R

4.4 Functions

• Where δ =!X , let

Conclusion(δ) = X .

Where S is a set of !-formulas, let

Conclusion(S) = {Conclusion(δ) : δ ∈ S}

4.5 Undefeated reasons

• Undefeated〈W,R,<〉 = {δ ∈ R : no δ′ ∈ R such that δ < δ′ andW∪Conclusion(δ′) ` ¬Conclusion(δ)}

In the Drowning child, Undefeated〈W,R,<〉(D) = {!R}

4.6 Oughts

• Given some reason theory 〈W,R, <〉, we have 〈W,R, <〉 |∼′ Ought(X)

just in caseM∪W ` X for everyM, where

(i) M⊆ Conclusion(Undefeated〈W,R,<〉(R)), and

(ii) M is maximally consistent withW .

In the Drowning child, we have 〈W,R, <〉 |∼′ Ought(R)

• (Consequence relations that appeal to maxiconsistency have

a venerable history—see, e.g., Makinson’s (2005) “default assumptions”)

4.7 Another example (Save one)

• Alice and Bob are trapped in a burning building, you can

save at most one

• Here we have ∆ = 〈W,R, <〉 with

W = {¬(A ∧B)}
R = {!A, !B}
<= ∅
(A = Save Alice; B = Save Bob)

• And we get ∆ |∼′ Ought(A ∨B)
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4.8 Simple model is a special case of default logic

• Let 〈W,R, <〉 be some reason theory. We construct a default

theory ∆ from it as follows. Let ∆ be 〈W ′,D, <′〉, where:

– W ′ =W;
– D = {> → X : !X ∈ R};
– δ = > → X <′ δ′ = > → Y just in case !X < !Y

• Fact: If 〈W ′,D, <′〉 is constructed from 〈W,R, <〉, then

〈W ′,D, <′〉 |∼ Ought(X) iff 〈W,R, <〉 |∼′ Ought(X).

(Fun exercise: prove this fact!)

• Important takeaway:

Maximal consistency ≺E Default logic ≺E Abstract argumentation

(Henceforth, we use the simple model, and the plain symbol |∼)

5 Supererogation

5.1 Example (Save one or two)

• Alice and Bob are trapped in a burning building, you can

save one without any cost to yourself. You can also save

both, but you will lose your legs.

Intuitively, you must save one person; you ought to—but

aren’t required to—save both Alice and Bob

5.2 The classic “paradox”

• The problem illustrates our first paradox (or puzzle)

“The classic Paradox of Supererogation asks how

supererogation could be possible even in a simple

pairwise choice.. If being the hero is really better, why

isn’t it just obligatory?” (Muñoz, 2021, p. 669)

• Related problem: distinguish between ‘oughts’ and

requirements (‘musts’) in reasons-first theories

• How well does classical semantics do here?

Reasons, Oughts, and Requirements
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The implicature is admittedly not as strong as in the quantificational and 
epistemic modal cases, but this is plausibly due to special features of “must”— 

namely, that it carries a kind of authoritative force, which may  (p.161) make it 
inappropriate in cases in which the speaker has no authority over the 
audience.15

Return to the idea of a ranking of actions I mentioned above, and consider the 
diagram below.

What you ought to do is the action at the top of the ranking. Now we can enrich 
the picture by adding a permissibility bar: above the line are the permissible 
actions, below the line are the impermissible actions. As long as the top-ranked 
action is above the line (that is, as long as there is some permissible action), 
ought will entail permission. Now suppose we have a ranking in which only one 
option is above the line—it is the only permissible option. Well, to say that an 
option is the only permissible one is to say that it is required, since all the others 
are impermissible. If there were more than one permissible option, then none of 
them would be required. So if an option is required, it is above the line, which 
means it is permissible: requirement entails permission. And if an option is 
required, it is the only option above the line, which means it must be the top- 
ranked option. So requirement also entails ought. But since an option can be 
top-ranked without being the only option above the line, ought does not entail 
requirement.

In addition to the linguistic evidence, this picture is also supported by some 
features of commonsense morality. McNamara (1996a, 1996b, 1996c) argues for 
this kind of structural picture by showing how easily it can accommodate various 
moral categories, including the supererogatory and the “least you can do.” The 
notion of the least you can do is a familiar one from commonsense morality. It’s 
what we do when we aren’t willing to go above and beyond, but rather just want 
to get by, morally speaking. For example, sending an e-card to your mother on 
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(from Snedegar, 2016)

See also McNamara’s (1996a, 1996b) work on

supererogation

5.3 Second paradox: All or Nothing

• Alice and Bob are trapped in a burning building. You can save

one or both of them, either will result in you losing your legs.

(From (Horton, 2017))

• For starters, note how classical semantics breaks down:

A, B, L

¬A, B, LA, ¬B, L

¬A, ¬B, ¬L

1

• Now, the paradox:

1. It is morally permissible for you to save neither Alice, nor Bob. (intuition)

2. It is morally wrong for you to save only one of them. (intuition)

3. If an act X is morally permissible and Y is morally wrong—and X and Y are the only two available
acts—we ought to do X (rather than Y ). (plausible principle)

4. If you are not going to save Alice and Bob, you ought to save neither. (from 1–3)

5. But, surely, (4) is false. (intuition)

5.4 Paradox in formal notation

• Add Can(·) and Must(·) to the language:

– The first is a proxy for “morally permissible”;

– the second for the idea that an act X is morally
wrong (as Must(¬X)).

Then:

1. Can(¬L) (intuition about the case)

2. Must(¬([A&¬B] ∨ [¬A&B])) (intuition about the case)

3. If Can(X) AND Must(¬Y ), then Must(X|X ∨ Y ). (a plausible principle)

4. If Can(¬L) AND Must(¬([A&¬B] ∨ [¬A&B])), then Must(¬L|¬L ∨ ([A&¬B] ∨ [¬A&B])).

5. Must(¬L|¬L ∨ ([A&¬B] ∨ [¬A&B])). (from 1, 2, and 4)

6. Must(¬L|¬[A&B]). (substitution of equivalent formulas)

7. But, clearly, it’s not the case that Must(¬L|¬[A&B]). (intuition about the case)

• Important takeaway: It pays using formal notation of this sort

– Helps to see what generates the paradox;

– Puts you in a position to make use of logic.
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5.5 Third paradox: Intransitivity

• You’ve made a promise to meet a friend for dinner. En route to

the restaurant, you come across a burning building: Alice is

trapped in. Saving her will cost you your legs. (See Kamm, 1985)

• Expressing the paradox formally:

1. If Can(X|X ∨ Y ) and Can(Y |Y ∨ Z), then Can(X|X ∨ Z) (plausible principle)

2. Can(WalkAway|WalkAway ∨ SaveAlice) (intuition)

3. Can(SaveAlice|SaveAlice ∨KeepPromise) (intuition)

4. Can(WalkAway|WalkAway ∨KeepPromise) (from 1–3)

5. But, clearly, ¬Can(WalkAway|WalkAway ∨KeepPromise) (intuition)

• Kamm (1985): the cases shows that the “may take precedence over” relation isn’t transitive.

Anyone who takes this route has to present a view, explaining why transitivity can fail.

6 Requiring and justifying roles of reasons

6.1 Immediate goal

• Present a principled extension of the (simple) model. It

has to:

– account for the intuitions, and

– solve the paradoxes.
(This means that it will need to talk about conditional normative statements)

6.2 2-dimensional theories

• Basic idea: there are two types of considerations / two roles reasons

can play:

– Requiring reasons tend to make actions required;

– Justifying reasons tend to make actions permissible.

See Gert (2004, 2007), Greenspan (2005, 2007), Muñoz (2021), and

many others.

7 Extending the model

7.1 Step #1

• Split the single set of reasonsR into two: R and J .

Intuitively,R contains requiring reasons; J justifying ones

Constraint: R ⊆ J
(This should seem intuitive)

• Now we work with dual-role reason theories of the form

〈W,R,J , <〉
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7.2 Step #2

• Substitute Undefeated〈W,R,J ,<〉(D) for Undefeated〈W,R,<〉(R):

Undefeated〈W,R,J ,<〉 = {δ ∈ D :6 ∃δ′ ∈ R∩D with δ < δ′ and Conclusion(δ′)∪W ` ¬Conclusion(δ)}

– D can be any subset of J (recall thatR ⊆ J );
– Only the requiring reasons in D can serve as defeaters

(that’s whatR∩D ensures).

• This should feel natural; it also has analogues in the

philosophical literature:

“J&R: PE(B) iff for any alternative A, the requiring reason

to do A (rather than B) does not outweigh the justifying

reason to do B (rather than A)” (Muñoz and Pummer, p. 1437).

• Also, a conservative generalization:

Undefeated〈W,R,J ,<〉(R) = Undefeated〈W,R,<R〉(R)

7.3 Step #3

• Let the ‘oughts’ follow from (all) undefeated requiring reasons:

Given ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉, we have ∆ |∼ Ought(X) just in case

M∪W ` X for everyM⊆ Conclusion(Undefeated∆(R))

that is maxiconsistent withW .

• Let permissions (‘cans’) follow from (some) undefeated justifying reasons:

Given ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉, we have ∆ |∼ Can(X) just in case

M∪W ` X for someM⊆ Conclusion(Undefeated∆(J ))

that is maxiconsistent withW .

(Notice that maxiconsistency is just a device to get to the

consequences)

7.4 Step #4

• D is a justifiable scenario of some 〈W,R,J , <〉 just in case

D = R∪ J ∗ where J ∗ ⊆ Undefeated〈W,R,J ,<〉(J )

Thus, a justifiable scenario includes all requiring reasons and

any set of justifying reasons that aren’t defeated

• Intuitively, this is a set of reasons an agent can justifiably guide

her decision to act

7.5 Step #5

• Let the requirements (‘musts’) follow from all justifiable scenarios:

Given ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉, we have ∆ |∼Must(X) just in case,

for every justifiable scenario D:

M∪W ` X for everyM⊆ Undefeated〈W,R,J ,<〉(D)

that is maxiconsistent withW .
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7.6 Example (Save one or two)

• Consider ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉 where

W = {¬[(A ∧B) ∧ ¬L]}
R = {!A, !B}
J = {!A, !B, !¬L}
<= ∅
(A = Save Alice, B = Save Bob, L = Lose legs)

• Undefeated∆(R) = {!A, !B}. Hence, ∆ |∼ Ought(A ∧B)

• Two justifiable scenarios: {!A, !B}, {!A, !B, !¬L}
Three sets maxiconsistent withW: {A,B}, {A,¬L}, and {B,¬L}
Since A ∨B follows form all three, we have ∆ |∼Must(A ∨B)

7.7 Example (Kamm)

• Consider ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉 where

W = {¬(A ∧M),¬(A ∧ ¬L)}
R = {!A, !M}
J = R∪ {!¬L}
!M < !A

(A = Save Alice, M = Meet friend, L = Lose legs)

• Undefeated∆(R) = {!A}. Hence ∆ |∼ Ought(A)

• Two justifiable scenarios: {!A, !M} and {!A, !M, !¬L}
Sets that are maxiconsistent withW: {A}, {M}, {M,¬L}
Since A ∨M follows from each, we have ∆ |∼Must(A ∨M)

7.8 Example (All or Nothing)

• Consider ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉 where

W = {¬(A ∧ ¬L),¬(B ∧ ¬L)}
R = {!A, !B}
J = {!A, !B, !¬L}
<= ∅
(A = Save Alice, B = Save Bob, L = Lose legs)

• Undefeated∆(R) = {!A, !B}. Hence, ∆ |∼ Ought(A ∧B)

• Two justifiable scenarios: {!A, !B}, {!A, !B, !¬L}
Maxiconsistent sets: {A,B}, {¬L}
We don’t have either ∆ |∼ Can(A ∧ ¬B), or ∆ |∼ Can(¬A ∧B)

• Ideally, we’d also have ∆ |∼Must¬[(A ∧ ¬B) ∨ (¬A ∧B)]

(We get this if we add an extra reason toR, a reason speaking

against letting people die gratuitously..)
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8 Back to the paradoxes

8.1 First paradox

• How come Ought(X) is better, but not obligatory?

Answer: X-ing is superior to other options because it maximizes

requiring reasons; X-ing is not necessary obligatory because of

the (possible) presence of counterbalancing justifying reasons

• Observation: For any ∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉,
if ∆ |∼Must(X), then ∆ |∼ Ought(X)

if ∆ |∼ Ought(X), then ∆ |∼ Can(X)

(There’s agreement that this is a desirable pattern.)

8.2 All or Nothing

• We need to be able to talk about conditional normative statements.

Basic idea—see (Horty, 1994): to see if Ought(Y |X) follows from

∆ = 〈W,R,J , <〉, determine whether Ough(Y ) follows from

∆[X] = 〈W ∪ {X},R,J , <〉

• The paradox relied on the following principle:

If Can(X) AND Must(¬Y ), then Must(X|X ∨ Y ).

• But it doesn’t hold in the model, since the following is demonstrably false:

If ∆ |∼ Can(X) AND ∆ |∼Must(¬Y ), then ∆ |∼Must(X|X ∨ Y ).

Two weaker (related) principles are true though:

If ∆ |∼ Ought(X) AND ∆ |∼Must(¬Y ), then ∆ |∼ Ought(X|X ∨ Y ).

If ∆ |∼ Can(X) AND ∆ |∼Must(¬Y ), then ∆ |∼ Can(X|X ∨ Y ).

Claim: The fact that these principles are true could explain the pull of the original principle.

8.3 Transitivity paradox

• Recall this principle:

If Can(X|X ∨ Y ) and Can(Y |Y ∨ Z), then Can(X|X ∨ Z)

• The corresponding

If ∆ |∼ Can(X|X ∨ Y ) & ∆ |∼ Can(Y |Y ∨ Z), then ∆ |∼ Can(X|X ∨ Z)

is demonstrably false.

• The pull of the transitivity principle depends on the assumption that right

and wrong depend on one dimension only, or that reasons play only one role.

• Transitivity holds for one dimension:

– While “may take precedence over” isn’t transitive, “ought to take precedence over” is:
If ∆ |∼ Ought(X|X ∨ Y ) AND ∆ |∼ Ought(Y |Y ∨ Z), then ∆ |∼ Ought(X|X ∨ Z)

(Recall that ‘oughts’ are associated with requiring reasons only)

• And it also seems to hold for the other..
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9 Conclusions

• We have a working model of 2D views on the roles of reasons.

• The model captures the phenomenon of supererogation better than

its closest competitors.

• It also accounts for the intuitive relation between ‘musts’, ‘oughts’, and permissions.

• It suggests where the reasoning behind the paradoxes goes wrong.

• Some open ends:

– I’m a little unhappy with justifying scenarios

– Transitivity principles for justifying reasons still missing; proofs have to be
double checked

– Ideally, I’d like to be a little clearer about the commitments of the view on
reasons that comes with relying on maximally consistent subsets.

– The particular 2D view that comes with the the model still needs to be
explored and related to existing views.
(on the face of it, it’s unlike anything defended in the literature)

10 Looking back + some tips

After this week, you have:

• gotten a taste of logics for defeasible reasoning as a research field;

• a rough idea of its history, development, and current state;

• seen some important systems in detail, as well how they relate to each other;

• seen some of the most important tools and techniques used in the field;

• become persuaded that some philosophical debates are interesting, and that

one can do (traditional) philosophy in a formally precise way;

• seen that defeasible logics in particular can be helpful in disentangling

alleged paradoxes and shedding new light on existing ideas / views;

• seen some actual interdisciplinary research;

• .. ?

If you’d like to get a more solid grasp on the material we have covered:

• go over the slides again;

• give the problem sets a go (and check the website for answers);

• do the recommended reading;

• ask me;

• keep an eye out for a book.

If you plan on working on applications in philosophy:
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• be aware that the approach is gaining momentum;

• don’t hesitate to run an idea / draft by me;

• use as simple a formalism as you can get away with;

• take the philosophical ideas as seriously as you take the formalism;

• develop formal notation that expresses the view/idea/problem and

puts you in a position to apply the logic to it;

• be ready to deal with confused referees.
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